GREETING CARD/PARTY INVITATION
BUSINESS CARD/LETTER HEAD

This assignment is for you to create a greeting card. There are very few guidelines you must follow, other than that you must select three elements of design from the list below. Explain how you used each principle of design to create this greeting card. CIRCLE the three elements you have used and identify a different principle for each one, i.e., use balance only one time. Remember creativity and neatness are an important part of this assignment. Attach your greeting card to this grading sheet.

Texture: ____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Line: ______________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Space: _____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Form/Shape: _________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Color: _____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

What is your point of emphasis?

How did you create unity and harmony?